
1m Squared Collective
Representing as many new and emerging artists on a plinth. 

A platform to unite new design talent and highlight changes 
needed in the professional design field. Through positive 
protest and proactive research they aim to stimulate a more 
inclusive design industry.

Why I like this

It challenges what it means to contribute to a worldwide 
design stage, and using that platform to literally put a 
spotlight on other's work.

Plinth Featuring Various Artists

https://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/programme/programme/1m2-collective/


Food for Care
Trendy meals that fight disease. 

Annelies Hermsen, a food designer, was asked to develop a food programme for 
oncology patients at a hospital. introduces a daily range of 7 small dishes (in 
contrast to three small meals) and all round advice on improving the eating 
experience, including nutritional value and presentation.

Why I like this

I never thought of food as a trend before, but it makes sense to use 
changing tastes for a health positive cause.

Sample meals for diabetes and oncology 

https://ddw.nl/nl/video/135/food-health-education


Haptics of Cooking
Tactile kitchen wear for blind people. 

Naturally, we fear losing sight as we know the importance of vision. I 
designed a series of cooking tools to promote haptic flexibility and 
unpack the fear of not- seeing and not- knowing in what might be the 
most dangerous domestic space— the kitchen.

Why I like this

Everything about it feels intuitive. When I spoke to Boey, a sighted 
designer, he said he came up with the concept when going for dinner 
at a blind lady's house. He was most surprised that the beaker was 
so successful.

Chopping Board. The knives slot under the plate.

https://boeyw.com/project/haptics-of-cooking


The exploded view beyond 
building

The hone of the future that gives back to mother nature. 

In this installation, you will discover circular and biobased materials, 
methods and stories. We’ll show you what’s already possible in 
sustainable construction and tell you all about how this world is changing. 
Because to truly build sustainably you have to consider the entire chain.

Why I like this

It took futuristic concepts and applied them top something we could all 
understand - the home.

House made of all biological materials, including a toilet made 
from recycled toilet tissue waste. (yes, it did smell a bit!)

 theexplodedview.com

The Exploded View
Beyond Building - The
Exploded View
Welcome to The Exploded View Beyond
Building, an exhibition in the shape of a
house. In this installation, you will
discover circular and biobased
materials, methods and stories. We'll
show you what's already possible in
sustainable construction and tel…

https://theexplodedview.com/the-exploded-view-beyond-building/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
https://theexplodedview.com/the-exploded-view-beyond-building/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com


Budget airlines
A spoof exhibition on the effects of RyanAir. 

During this year’s Dutch Design Week the fifth edition of Geo- Design takes 
place in the old building. The Van Abbemuseum and Design Academy 
Eindhoven (DAE) join forces in this project entitled Budget Airlines. This 
edition focuses on budget airlines and the worldwide impact thereof on 
humans, the environment, politics and the social climate. Over the past 
three decades, the airline industry has undergone dramatic change as a 
result of the tactics and mechanisms behind these low- cost carriers.

Why I like this

It made me feel guilty for flying here (with Ryanair) and understand the 
bigger world impacts on decisions that I have normalised, like 
travelling for cheaper.

Poster showing the number of places that has been made a 
destination on the map because of budget airlines like 
Ryanair. 



VanAbbe: Here or There? 
A gallery reflecting on how it gained its own status.

Here or There? Locating the Karel I Archive, forms part of the museum’s 
Deviant Practice Research Programme. Central to the programme was its 
goal of working towards decolonizing the museum and the archive, and 
removing entrenched formations in each. Decolonizing the archive meant 
recognizing the colonial in the archive. But first, ‘the archive’ had to be 
defined. With this project researcher Michael Karabinos set out to define, 
uncover and construct the archive of Henri van Abbe and his Karel I 
company by creating a conceptual, multi- pronged archive that exists 
across space (and time), crossing institutional and international 
boundaries. The results of this search are presented here.

Why I like this

It takes it's privilege and gives back. It comissioned Indonesian 
researchers and artists to do the work, to avoid their own bias.

Poster showing the number of places that has been made a 
destination on the map because of budget airlines like 
Ryanair. 

https://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/programme/programme/here-or-there-locating-the-karel-i-archive/
https://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/research/research-programme/deviant-practice/


The Living Room
Share a story. 

This is the living room by Sandi Hilal. The hosts here are all people who 
have been forced to leave their country and come to the Netherlands to 
seek protection. Everyone has a story to tell and here you can drink tea 
and enjoy sharing some stories about life, travel and culture.

Why I like this

It was human. And it was different everytime.

Sophia and Jane, from Uganda, who made Lavender tea. 

https://www.visibleproject.org/blog/project/al-madhafah-the-living-room/


How Normal Am I? 
Get rated, by a machine. 

Tijmen Schep created an interactive exhibition documentary that qustions 
the way face recognitian technology is used. It looked at age, gender, 
beauty, whether we read the terms and conditions....

Why I like this

Very similar in exploring how AI should in theory work for all, but doesn't. 
Presents it in a very personal way.

My stats. 

https://www.tijmenschep.com/how-normal-am-i/


Deeply Personal Vending Machine
How much of your data will you give away for instant gratification?

Data is the new currency. But it's not our's to spend: digital companies 
collect and sell our most personal information to other companies and 
make money with it, lots. Our Facebook & Instagram profiles, website 
cookies, payments, locations, search behaviours, and nowadays even 
smart home data and sleep rituals.
It seems our entire life is up for sale but where is our profit? We are the 
ones creating this data, so shouldn't we own it? And if sold, what should 
we get as compensation? Is your data worth a candy bar?

Why I like this

It takes something very instant, like the pleasure of eating chocolate, 
and applies it to long term effects, like giving your data away

The vending machine has a mirrored vovering for some 
'privacy' 

 tomschouw.com

Deeply Personal
Vending Machine - Tom
Schouw
In this art installation, Tom explores the
relationship people have with their
personal data. Using new digital
techniques like face detection turned a
vending machine into a deeply personal
experience. The machine is able to
capture data from the user …



The Baby Builder
Design a baby... or don't...and see what happens.

The Baby Builder focuses on the future of humanity and questions what 
species we will be. It challenges your visitors to think critically about the 
ethical challenges of technology and the future that they want to live in. 
How far are they willing to go in modifying their unborn child and where do 
they draw the line? The installation provokes, raises awareness and sparks 
discussion about genetic engineering before it becomes a part of our 
reality. The Baby Builder has proven to be a perfect match for places (e.g. 
festivals, exhibitions, museums, schools) on the cutting edge of 
technology, science and art.

Why I like this

It challenges you with some of the more morally complex issues 
surrounding designer babies.

My results

https://www.bertrandburgers.com/baby-builder


Playfullness
Playful ways to do normal things

Creativity is a mindset which allows us to produce original ideas. That’s 
fun... until you don’t do it just for fun. It seems that creativity cannot be 
forced. That’s a pity since designers need to be creative at all times. Is it 
possible to outplay that pressure and unlock creativity on demand?

Why I like this

It makes you find the joy in everyday moments.

A playful way to make toast

https://ddw.nl/en/programme/5913/playfulness


WinWin
A consensus algorithm

We’re fascinated by disruptive governments and movements like the 
occupy movement. Fueled by idealism, the group gets stuck at 
passionately proclaiming the things they want to stop, however never 
internally coming to an agreement of how things should be different.
 They often collapse just before the deciding breakthrough.
A new ritual for democracy. We feel strongly that WIN WIN can help 
uncover underlying statements, ideas, perspectives in a debate that will 
make the common ground just as visible as the contrasting opinions. 
Therefore our consensus algorithm can be an interesting alternative to the 
polarizing and divisive nature of traditional debate.

Why I like this

It engages everyone in conversation

A playful way to make toast

https://www.nienkehuitenga.com/winwin


Healthcare on Wheels
The hospital that comes to you

Imagine instead of you going to the hospital, what if the hospital goes to 
you? This speculative design concept is a provocation to current models 
of care delivery, disrupting the future of healthcare through design 
visioning.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed many long- standing shortfalls in our 
healthcare systems across the globe. A radically more efficient, 
accessible and affordable modes of care delivery is imperative to meet 
the challenges we will face in the future. Made by Philips Design Team.

Why I like this

It is a different way at looking at new spaces

Mock up for the speculative piece

https://www.philips.com/a-w/about/philips-design/dutch-design-week-2021/design-stories/autonomous-healthcare-vision-and-health-mobility.html


Take care of yourself
A healthcare assistant and personal trainer at your fingertips.

Taking Care of Yourself (TCY) uses data to create an ecosystem of 
intelligent physical and virtual personal health solutions. This design 
concept gives direction on three important topics: enabling personalized 
care, delivering holistic solutions and how to drive an open platform for 
co- creation.

TCY attempts to bridge the gap between care in professional settings and 
the home. The system gathers qualitative and quantitative input from 
devices and other sources like sensors, as well as subjective user 
feedback, to build an accurate picture of people’s personal care needs.

Why I like this

It collects all data in one place and the service map is transparent in how 
it does this

Mock up for the speculative piece

https://www.philips.com/a-w/about/philips-design/dutch-design-week-2021/design-stories/taking-care-of-yourself


CPRD Training Kit For Low- Middle 
Income Settings
A human- centered approach to communicating a life saving 
procedure

Sudden Cardiac Arrest is a major cause of death - especially in low- to 
middle income countries. However, the basic Cardio Pulmonary 
Resuscitation and Defibrillation (CPR/CPRD) skills needed to save lives 
aren’t nearly as widespread in underserved communities. Although the 
CPRD protocol is universal, how its content is structured can make a 
meaningful difference for effective training and learning. With this in mind, 
we created a design framework to allow easy visual and language 
adaptation of this life- saving procedure.

Why I like this

The change in visuals feel subtle, but intuitive. I wonder how this would look for 
mixed families?

Mock up for the speculative piece

https://www.philips.com/a-w/about/philips-design/dutch-design-week-2021/design-stories/cprd-training-kit-for-low-middle-income-settings.html
https://www.philips.com/a-w/about/philips-design/dutch-design-week-2021/design-stories/cprd-training-kit-for-low-middle-income-settings.html


Kitten Scanner
Making MRI scanning more friendly for children

Children in particular can become very panicked when they have to go 
through a scanner. It's scary to have an investigation without Mom and 
Dad around. The chance of a bad experience is smaller if children better 
understand what is happening.

Philips Healthcare has therefore designed the KittenScanner to reduce 
anxiety and prepare children for the examination in a playful way. This tiny 
scanner demonstrates the MRI and CT process. Children choose a favorite 
character: an elephant, head, robot or a crocodile, which will go through 
the scanner itself. This turns a serious investigation into an adventure!

Why I like this

It added a new dimension by using animation to tell a patient story, while 
also keeping the children occupied. It gamifies while staying sincere to 
the situation.

The toys and scanner used and the animations

https://www.philips.nl/healthcare/consulting/kittenscanner


We Are: Human Rights Studio
Linking Designers to Human Rights Activists

A very novel project by We Are studio where they shared some design 
thinking techniques with Human Rights activists and published in a book. 
The studio have since been very critical about this work and the process, 
commenting that all they really did was 'prove that they had had 
conversations' by making the book and using it as an outlet. What they 
really had done was exploited the activist's voices rather than making life 
easier for them.

Why I like this

I thought they were very honest about the failures of this piece

Pages from the book 
(which I will make available in the office) 

https://www.dezeen.com/2018/11/08/we-are-human-rights-activists-designers-bernhard-lenger-dutch-design-week/


The Embassy of Endangered Food
What will happen to our favourite foods is we carry on the way we 
are? 

The Museum of Endangered Foods is a platform to think about one of the 
most underestimated consequences of climate crisis: the extinction of 
foods.
Food extinction is already happening
The causes are manyfold: from excruciating, rising temperatures to fresh- 
water scarcity, extreme and irregular weather patterns, habitat loss and 
deforestation, pollution and heightened vulnerability to plagues, predators 
and disease. Some of the most endangered food species in the world right 
now are avocados, cacao and wine. But also some of the most basic 
ingredients in the kitchens all over the world, such as potatoes, chickpeas, 
fish, bananas or coffee.

Why I like this

It was very eerie seeing foods that you eat everyday in a museum 
setting - it reminded me that food also has a future and that this is 
endangered too.

Featuring some endangered foods, like rare coffee plants, and 
the international potato centre in Peru that are collecting 
potato genomes

https://ddw.nl/en/programme/5751/the-museum-of-endangered-foods


Archive of Familiar Design
An enquiry into how objects establish trust between 
agents in distinct contexts has resulted in familiar 
design. 

Familiar design is a new field identified by Isa Bonino, who studies how 
agents establish trust and familiarity in different contexts. Three initial 
case studies include: how people dressed as birds teach captive birds to 
prepare for release; how reusable Nutella containers once full of chocolate 
have been infiltrating Italian homes for over 50 years as glasses; and how 
the risk and expectations that come with decision- making at restaurants 
vary from verbal descriptions in menu design to 3D food. A museum like 
exhibit archives this.

Why I like this

It is very theoretical - but grounds a lot of common objects into 
something relatable.

Nutella  disguised as cups, people disguised as birds, 
mock ups of food ... all of these objects have 
adopted a familiar mindset to encourage trust



Hyperburgers
The supermarket run entirely by consumers

Welcome to a supermarket entirely run by consumers, filled with 
self- organized foods. There’s no middle man here: people supply and 
pay each other directly. The only thing that the shop requires is that 
whenever we take, we need to give, be it in the form of food, time or 
packaging.

Why I like this

Everyone loves food, and this is feels like you earn it, by working.

Francesca Tambussi working in her shop

https://hyperburgers.com/about/


Silo House
A house made from disused farming Silos 

Silos are made from polypropene. They are very common in The 
Netherlands, but not many people know that they are empty. This is 
because they are being replaced for new eco- friendly forms of 
farming, as well as small farms going out of business. Stella has taken 
this silo (for free) and turned it into a two storey house. It naturally 
maintains a cool temperature, even in summer, because of how corn 
works.

Why I like this

Very comfy use of space! Really got me thinking about future cities.

Photos of the silo house from outside, as well as the interior. 

https://www.ed.nl/eindhoven/stella-van-beers-maakte-van-voersilo-een-knusse-trekkershut~a0c6b9de/?referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F


Pork into Pigs
A board game which challenges pork production in  Dutch farming

The Netherlands is one of the world's largest pig producers, but the 
industry faces criticism from various parties that causes unrealistic 
perceptions. 'Pork to Pig' is an educational board game that serves as a 
medium for dialogue between these contrasting opinions. It was 
developed in close collaboration with pig farmers from organic and 
conventional sectors. In building their own farm, players broaden their 
perspectives.

Why I like this

It's playful (and very me)
Close up of some of the pieces in the game

https://www.lekart.nl/emma-lijdsman/


Buddha Op=Op 
How is the pervasive presence of Buddha statues a way to 
understand and reflect on Dutch society?

Bom Noh is from South Korea where she was raised in a family of active Buddhists. 
Once in the Netherlands, she encountered a completely different and 
transformed use of the Buddha image. In this country where Buddhism isn't 
widespread, Buddha statues are found almost everywhere. Not only in the 
domestic environment but also in shops and stores, working environments, bars 
and restaurants, even in toilets. “Can the Buddha representation be a tool to 
understand and reflect on Dutch society?” Bom asked herself. Through the 
interviews with a Buddha sculptor, a scientist, a philosopher, and an owner of 
Buddha statues around her neighborhood, Bom discovered how the Buddha 
image in the Netherlands is commercialized as a symbol for mindfulness, 
peacefulness, and meditation. Also, how the Dutch have been exposed to the 
wellness industry overwhelmingly. She presents her journey in a video installation 
that illuminates the layers behind the Buddha image in the Dutch context.

Why I like this

The split use of screens was really well done, and highlighted 
the use of Buddha as commodity.

xxx

https://www.bomnoh.com/buddha-op-op


Snail Sausage
The side products of 

French and Italian chains exported all snail production and snail farming to 
Lebanon because it was cheaper, but no one thought to study EU 
legislation, which actually permitted snails being sold as exports out of 
Lebanon. Lebanese farmers, who now had a huge surplus of snails, 
invented the snail sausage as a way that snail meat could be eaten all 
year round.

Why I like this

It's about the unintended consequences of a 'good' idea.

Documentary about the sausage, along with meat



The Taboo Pharmacy
Prescriptions for things we don't really talk about 

A store path which takes people on a literal path of things they 
typically aren't comfortable talking about (vulnerability, mortality and 
intimacy). At the end of the path, they are 'prescribed' an action, as a 
way to think about making this subject easier to talk about. For 
example, in the mortality section it was about writing a letter to 
yourself, and in the intimacy section there were vibrators and cuddles! 
It was an interesting format to disguise the shop as a pharmacy, but it 
worked well as a gimick.

Why I like this

It was a nice physical manifestation of the 'yes'/'no' flow chart quizzes 
that you used to get in teen magazines.

Photos of some of the 
prescriptions and the main 
findings in the pharmacy.


